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#001
Posted by Sargon de Jesus on 07/08/2021 at 4:50pm [Comment ID: 4272] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

The sidewalk ramps on the northbound east side of S. Joyce (going under the 395 overpass) are easy to miss. They are also dangerous because vehicle traffic seldom expects bikes and will often will not slow down sufficiently when trying to get on to NB S. Joyce. Or they will anticipate slowing down right where the crosswalk is. It's overall a very unsafe intersection for bikers.

#002
Posted by Gillian M Burgess on 07/11/2021 at 10:58pm [Comment ID: 4283] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

People biking will want to transfer to the wide sidepaths along Joyce to get to the (future) sidepath along Columbia Pike. The curb cuts should enable people on all types of bikes to do this. Currently, the curb cuts across the slip lane are impossible for a bike with a longer wheelbase or a bike with a trailer to navigate.

#003
Posted by Garrett Hennigan on 06/28/2021 at 2:05pm [Comment ID: 4167] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 6, Disagree: 0

At northbound Joyce, there is no safe or comfortable way to take a left turn onto Army-Navy westbound without putting yourself in the middle of the intersection , completely exposed to cars and crash risk. This movement should be accommodated

Reply by Garrett Hennigan on 06/28/2021 at 2:08pm [Comment ID: 4168] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 6, Disagree: 0

Clarifying - this comment is about left turns by bicycle

#004
Posted by Jerry R on 06/28/2021 at 4:27pm [Comment ID: 4171] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 7, Disagree: 0

Add a green painted bike box here for the cyclists who are turning left onto Army-Navy Dr.

#005
Posted by Rob Mandle on 07/07/2021 at 12:58pm [Comment ID: 4257] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 6, Disagree: 0

As Arlington's premier bike project, consider protected bicycle intersections with accompanying bike signals here and be sure that the facility to the east along Army Navy Drive can safely connect to the facility to the west given that change from Contraflow.

#006
Posted by Gillian M Burgess on 07/11/2021 at 10:59pm [Comment ID: 4284] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Joyce DESPARATELY needs protected bike lanes.

#007
Posted by Rob Mandle on 07/07/2021 at 12:56pm [Comment ID: 4256] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 4, Disagree: 0

Extend median into crosswalk to create a refuge and narrow the intersection.

#008
Posted by pvh on 07/07/2021 at 3:24pm [Comment ID: 4262] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 4, Disagree: 0

Ped ramps at this intersection do not align with the crosswalks, if I recall.  Please keep the ped signals on autorecall post-Covid.  Overall turning drivers DO NOT YIELD to peds/cyclists who have the right of way.  LPI would be helpful to give us a safe head start crossing.  No Right on Red would be great - the terrible sight lines (eastbound drivers who want to turn south onto Joyce cannot see oncoming traffic on Joyce).  Hills and curves and I-395 make safe right on ride dangerous for all directions.  Hope we have left turn arrows soon!

#009
Posted by Lyle on 06/23/2021 at 11:41am [Comment ID: 4144] - Link
Agree: 3, Disagree: 0

This crosswalk feels forever long-- and turn vehicles make it a challenge to understand where you should be looking

#010
Posted by Sustainable Mobility for Arlington County on 07/01/2021 at 2:42pm [Comment ID: 4198] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 12, Disagree: 0

Please extend the protected bike lane back to connect with the Joyce St "trail" (north of Army-Navy) and Joyce St "bike lanes" (south of Army Navy). 

#011
Posted by Sustainable Mobility for Arlington County on 07/01/2021 at 3:00pm [Comment ID: 4200] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 9, Disagree: 0

With only a single westbound through lane coming from across Joyce after the existing Army Navy Drive project is built, there is WAY more space devoted to cars over here than is justifiable going forward.  Improve walking, biking & tree canopy please.

#012
Posted by Alex on 06/29/2021 at 4:45pm [Comment ID: 4173] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 5, Disagree: 0

Decrease the vehicle speeds on this street, or create protected bike lanes - there is not enough room for a cyclist to ride comfortably when cars are passing at 35+ mph

#013
Posted by Rob Mandle on 07/07/2021 at 12:47pm [Comment ID: 4252] - Link
Type: Question
Agree: 4, Disagree: 0

Is a right turn lane really supported here by the traffic volumes?

#014
Posted by Rob Mandle on 07/07/2021 at 12:55pm [Comment ID: 4255] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 4, Disagree: 0

Thee Army Navy Drive Complete Street project to the east calls for only a single lane of traffic to continue west of Joyce. The merge AND the second lane can be eliminate here. Please eliminate and utilize the space to create a protected lane.

#015
Posted by Jordan on 07/06/2021 at 3:30pm [Comment ID: 4230] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 4, Disagree: 0

Eliminate this highway-style acceleration lane

Reply by Bradley Harmon on 07/07/2021 at 6:48pm [Comment ID: 4270] - Link
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Type: Suggestion
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

Agreed, the extra lane here only encourages dangerous speeds that make cycling on this road, particularly without physical protections, extremely unpleasant.

#016
Posted by Sustainable Mobility for Arlington County on 07/01/2021 at 2:47pm [Comment ID: 4199] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 14, Disagree: 0

Please extend the new 2-way PBL on the South Side of Army Navy that is being constructed east of Joyce to this one additional block, connecting to Lynn St.  Otherwise westbound cyclists coming from HQ2 / Whole Foods / etc will have to cross to the north side of Army Navy Dr at Joyce, ride in the bike lane for one block and then cross Army Navy Dr again (without the benefit of a light) to access Lynn Street.  Lynn Street is the connector to the entirety of Arlington Ridge.  It will be an important destination along this route.

Reply by Bradley Harmon on 07/07/2021 at 6:45pm [Comment ID: 4269] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 4, Disagree: 0

This is an extremely good solution to one of the biggest potential cycling problems in the area, particularly for those who bike to the Whole Foods

#017
Posted by c Gerry W Fuller on 07/05/2021 at 4:49pm [Comment ID: 4226] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 4, Disagree: 0

The sidewalk on the north side of Army Navy Drive, past Joyce Street is almost without purpose and could be eliminated to create a safe bicycle lane, perhaps all they way to 20th.  Except maybe for access to bus stops, there is virtually no reason why anyone would want to walk on that side of the Drive.

#018
Posted by jay corbalis on 07/07/2021 at 4:56pm [Comment ID: 4264] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 4, Disagree: 0

JBGS supports the addition of protected bike facilities on this stretch of Army Navy Drive and encourages the county to use hardened physical protection such as bollards or concrete planters that will prevent incursions from cars, rather than "flex posts".

#019
Posted by pvh on 07/07/2021 at 3:19pm [Comment ID: 4261] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 3, Disagree: 0

Sidewalk on south side is too narrow towards the eastern end and has no landscaping zone towards the west.  Overall the sidewalk is in poor shape and is a tripping hazard.  More trees would be good.

#020
Posted by Jeffrey Williams on 06/28/2021 at 2:02pm [Comment ID: 4165] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 4, Disagree: 0

Widen the sidewalk.  It is too narrow for two way pedestrian traffic.  

#021
Posted by Jordan on 07/06/2021 at 3:32pm [Comment ID: 4232] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 6, Disagree: 0

Remove this lane and use the space to extend the median or add protection to the bike lane 

#022
Posted by Alex on 06/29/2021 at 4:46pm [Comment ID: 4174] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 4, Disagree: 0

Protected bike lanes! 

#023
Posted by pvh on 07/07/2021 at 3:14pm [Comment ID: 4259] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 3, Disagree: 0

There is no sidewalk on the north/west side of A-ND along this block, which reduced connectivity for peds.  On the other hand, it would be a very narrow and unpleasant sidewalk, unless we could have more space.  Let's improve the sidewalk on the south side!

#024
Posted by Hannah on 06/28/2021 at 1:17pm [Comment ID: 4164] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 3, Disagree: 0

Hi, please add protected bike lanes to this area. Thanks!

#025
Posted by Jerry R on 06/28/2021 at 4:24pm [Comment ID: 4170] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 0, Disagree: -8

Please do NOT add a protected bike lane here. The problem with the protected bikes lanes along Army-Navy Dr is that walkers, joggers, and yes, people with strollers use the PROTECTED bike lane rather than the sidewalk leaving nowhere for cyclists to go without coming to a complete stop and asking them to move (especially if they are wearing ear buds)! Because of this situation I cycle on Army-Navy Dr rather than use the protected bike lane. I can easily bike around people in the unprotected bike lanes on this street.

#026
Posted by Sustainable Mobility for Arlington County on 07/01/2021 at 2:41pm [Comment ID: 4197] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 11, Disagree: 0

Please add a protective element to this buffer (planters, modular curbs, boulders, etc) to this buffer.  Cars go faster here.

#027
Posted by Darren on 07/09/2021 at 10:10pm [Comment ID: 4278] - Link
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

Tap into some stormwater funding to design in new landscape/treebox facilities that collect runoff that currently sheets down this substantial asphalt slope. Having a system of cascading bioswales going down the hill would be beautiful and functional.

#028
Posted by Chris Benson on 07/01/2021 at 10:42am [Comment ID: 4195] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 6, Disagree: 0

Please add bollards to the bike lane buffer to add additional safety between the cars and the bikes.

#029
Posted by Jordan on 07/06/2021 at 3:32pm [Comment ID: 4233] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 4, Disagree: 0

The turn lane here should be much shorter

#030
Posted by Steve W on 07/05/2021 at 10:42pm [Comment ID: 4227] - Link
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Type: Suggestion
Agree: 6, Disagree: 0

Cyclists, including myself, sometimes turn right from Lynn onto Army Navy Drive, then turn left onto northbound Joyce. Crossing the 2 lanes on Army Navy Driven can be difficult. Cars come over the hill quickly. Please consider how to ensure cyclists feel safe when taking this route.

#031
Posted by Darren on 07/09/2021 at 10:22pm [Comment ID: 4280] - Link
Agree: 3, Disagree: 0

as demonstrated by the clearly-visible desire path, there's a need for a connection between the River House campus and this intersection. either through this project or the eventual River House infill, an ADA compliant trail connection should be made between this sidewalk and the intersection

#032
Posted by Jordan on 07/06/2021 at 3:30pm [Comment ID: 4229] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

There should be two curb bumpouts here to slow car traffic--it's way too gradual as-is

#033
Posted by pvh on 07/07/2021 at 3:25pm [Comment ID: 4263] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 4, Disagree: 0

Please extend sidewalk on east side of Lynn all the way to ARR - this would greatly enhance ped connectivity in the area!

#034
Posted by Jeffrey Williams on 06/28/2021 at 2:04pm [Comment ID: 4166] - Link
Agree: 9, Disagree: 0

Hard to see eastbound traffic on Army Navy when turning from Lynn street.  I am a extra cautious at this intersection when driving.

#035
Posted by Darren on 07/09/2021 at 10:05pm [Comment ID: 4277] - Link
Agree: 1, Disagree: 0

This curb radius must be substantially tighter.

#036
Posted by pvh on 07/07/2021 at 3:17pm [Comment ID: 4260] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 4, Disagree: 0

Crosswalk is in poor shape, curbs are crumbling, ped ramps are poorly designed and in poor shape.  Mainly, drivers on both Lynn and A-ND DO NOT YIELD (or watch out for) cyclists and peds at this intersection.  Sight lines are terrible - curvy and hilly.

#037
Posted by Jerry R on 06/28/2021 at 4:15pm [Comment ID: 4169] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 10, Disagree: 0

As a cyclist, turning left to go to S Lynn St here is EXTREMELY dangerous because of the limited reaction time once turning left towards S Lynn St to avoid oncoming cars JUST coming over the crest of Army Navy Dr. This same issue applies to a lesser degree to motorists doing the same thing.

Reply by Gillian M Burgess on 07/11/2021 at 10:54pm [Comment ID: 4282] - Link
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

Following the recommendation of Sustainability Mobility for Arlington County and having a 2 way PBL on the south side of Army-Navy Drive would address this issue.

#038
Posted by Sustainable Mobility for Arlington County on 07/07/2021 at 10:06am [Comment ID: 4241] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 7, Disagree: 0

Cars make this turn at very fast speeds.  Very hard to safely cross Lynn St as a pedestrian because of it.

#039
Posted by Darren on 07/09/2021 at 10:12pm [Comment ID: 4279] - Link
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

Obviously there needs to be a crosswalk to the bus stop

#040
Posted by Jordan on 07/06/2021 at 3:31pm [Comment ID: 4231] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 7, Disagree: 0

There should be a bus island here

#041
Posted by Rob Mandle on 07/07/2021 at 12:48pm [Comment ID: 4253] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 5, Disagree: 0

Is this right turn lane warranted? by traffic volumes? It is not necessary that all traffic maintain high speeds. Elimination of the turn pocket would make for a safer, calmer street.

#042
Posted by Kirstin Knott on 07/04/2021 at 8:44am [Comment ID: 4207] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

Biking up Army Navy westbound is challenging. The bike lane needs to be wider than normal to accommodate those of us who zig zag up the hill else we get off the bike and walk it up the hill. 

#043
Posted by Sustainable Mobility for Arlington County on 07/01/2021 at 2:40pm [Comment ID: 4196] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 14, Disagree: 0

Please eliminate this bus-bike conflict with a bus island.

Reply by Frank Bruno on 07/09/2021 at 4:06pm [Comment ID: 4275] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 0, Disagree: 0

that's a low volume bus stop, but shade, seating, or a trash can, if cheaply doable, are always good at a bus stop.

#044
Posted by Judith Hadley on 07/07/2021 at 9:24pm [Comment ID: 4271] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 2, Disagree: 0

I agree with Alex that this is a very dangerous spot for bikers turning onto S. Lynn Street.

#045
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Posted by Alex on 06/29/2021 at 4:48pm [Comment ID: 4175] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 11, Disagree: 0

These kinds of turn lanes, where the vehicle crosses the bike lane, are extremely unnerving - cars that are going fast don't tend to look for cyclists, creating a dangerous situation. Bikes should always be removed from vehicle traffic when streets have this high of a speed limit. Keep the turn lane on the outside of the bike lane.

Reply by Frank Bruno on 07/09/2021 at 4:04pm [Comment ID: 4274] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 3, Disagree: 0

These turn lanes are generally confusing to mororists and cyclists everywhere, but especially on this corner, which drivers whip around, it's not good.  It would be great to protect the corners somehow, maybe with curb like is proposed for 15th st & fern & hayes

#046
Posted by Rob Mandle on 07/07/2021 at 12:50pm [Comment ID: 4254] - Link
Type: Suggestion
Agree: 6, Disagree: 0

Hardened separation would improve safety throughout this corridor.

#047
Posted by Darren on 07/09/2021 at 10:25pm [Comment ID: 4281] - Link
Agree: 3, Disagree: 0

Why aren't these existing buffered bike lanes protected? 
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